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ABSTRACT

Status monitoring of vehicles has become more important in recent years, specially for the

sake of vehicle testing. Currently real-time vehicle monitoring systems are of more interest

to check as many parameters as possible by the means of intelligent and fault auto-

detection algorithms and online analysis possibly within the heterogeneous environment.

However previous works have been used wired measuring devices or short range wire-

less devices like Bluetooth sensors that makes it hard to implement remote monitoring

and apply heterogeneity into system. Lack of wireless systems and devices is obvious

in this field. Finding an optimized wireless monitoring system is one of the necessities

to reduce costs and increase efficiency. therefore we try to investigate possibility of us-

ing wireless devices and wireless heterogeneus networks to build up a wireless vehicle

monitoring system.

This thesis work tries to show that wireless communications and wireless sensor net-

works can perform a significant role to improve vehicle status monitoring systems, and

also show that integrated data acquired from different types of devices can be used

to have better optimization on vehicle monitoring. In the other side integrating WSN

with networked embedded system equipped with heterogeneous measurement devices like

IMU and CAN-Bus data readers, to acquire raw data from vehicle’s outside, inside and

engine-side for remote and local visualization enables professionals and analyzers to study

vehicle’s mechanical and behavioral status remotely.

Project’s implementation is based on cross-platform and web based technologies with

a local visualizations among a mesh networked local server and remote visualizations

through standard communications. In-car WSN and GPS enabled gateways are used to

build up a wireless communications between each car and related network.

The results show the absolute possibility of applying wireless systems and hetero-

geneity into vehicle monitoring as a proof to main question of this thesis work. Final

system has been tested with different data acquisition methods on test tracks and test

bed at LTU campus. Remote monitoring was basicaly acheived during tests besides data

relay to remote server, multirate testabilities and heteregenous communications. Results

indicate small improvement requirements on time synchronization between sensor nodes

and non-sensor units. Data burst in heterogenous networks are challenging in the sense

of packet loss prevention optimizations specially on high rates which was out of the scope

of this work. This work had been proved the correctness and possibility of the algorithm

and method introduced by Dr. Mikael Nybacka, and became a ground base for a huge

amount of ideas for potentialy suitable future works.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Car behavior and status can be important and interesting depending on application

purpose. On a productive perspective, automotive industries, spare part producers and

testing companies are interested in feedbacks and test results of designed products quality

controls and their performance in real world within different situations and environments,

e.g. general tests [EvDJ08], winter tests [Nyb09], safety and security tests [KLLH06] and

even built-in driver assisstance system tests [GMA01]. An interesting question is how to

check that which performance factors and properties are covered and which functionalities

are fulfilling their requirements. Also if there is any way to monitor and control all

properties and functionalities or check possiblity of monitoring vehicles remotely [VD04]

with the help of new Internet based technologies [WZSL05].

Manufacturers are eager to test quality and performance of their products while for

drivers or customers it is important to know benefits and services that they get from

new design [Kel94]. For road administration organizations it is important to know more

about traffic issues and management [CSB97] and even traffic security [LLZZ06] .

Vehicle status monitoring however can be applied to other areas than road vehicles.

Marine vehicles [Mah08] [PJS+11] , spatial vehicles [OFS98] , railways and trains [NK00]

are other examples of applying such a system. In aviation industry for both military

[Hu09] and transport purposes vehicle status monitoring is a need. Autonomous vehicles

and vehicle like robots [NIT01] and even farm vehicle monitoring and control [WCL+04]

are all potential areas to apply vehicle monitoring systems.

The most important requirement is that car manufacturers have pretty spread de-

veloping environment that prevents the presence of professionals permanently on test

tracks, they request having a remote monitoring but full covering system to be able to

have access to test detailed data from every other location inside their industry or offices.

Our project is to help car test entrepreneurs to use equipped cars and provide their

test managers to access an online vehicle monitoring system in almost real time and also

offline monitoring for their technical analysis. The project rose from the idea that it

would be possible to follow ongoing tests and monitor test data and result in realtime by

the means of wireless infrastructure at test tracks. The project is a part of the research
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2 Introduction

project done by Dr. Mikael Nybacka [MN07] , [Nyb09] who provides theoretical base for

this sub-project.

Therefore, we try to provide a system by which engineers and managers can follow

the testing results with minimum delay and maximum accuracy. Parameters that are

important to this project include a wide range of vehicle dynamics factors such as accel-

eration, wheel speed, vehicle speed, steering angle, etc., and environmental factors such

as inside and ambient temperature, as well as positioning and inertial data (yaw, pitch,

roll), magnetic data (yaw, pitch and roll correction), and geographical positioning data.

For each data type, we use one or more devices to acquire raw or calibrated data. Wire-

less sensors are used to gather accelerations and temperature. IMU is used to acquire

inertial and magnetic data. Nelson high end is used to get GPS data while it also acts

as an Internet gateway. CAN-Bus is used to get data signals from control area network

- CAN - like wheel speeds, break pressure, steering angle, etc.

This work provides platform independent software that can communicate with sen-

sors, IMU and CAN-Bus simultaneously. Sensor network introduces different types of

sensor applications for measuring, preprocessing, and communicating with temperature,

accelerometer and main sensor units [KW05] [Xia07]. One basic processing unit called

Main Processing Unit (MPU) is responsible for device synchronizations and data commu-

nication within the system. MPU can be a laptop or handheld that runs a cross platform

application and uses a fleet management unit called ‘Nelson high end’ as its Internet

gateway to a remote server. This remote server runs visualization system for monitoring

data coming from our system in real time.

Data acquisition from devices should be done in minimum 100Hz and data types

vary from device to device. Where sensors provide temperature, accelerometers, battery

monitoring and signal strength, inertial data is fetched from IMU and CAN data from

CAN-Bus. Geometrical positioning data are acquired from built-in GPS in Nelson high-

end device.

In order to reducing power consumption of sensor networks and prolonging their

lifetime, it is assumed that the system follows smart enough, optimized and efficient

algorithms to change sensor status from idle to active and visa versa, while automati-

caly monitors sensor network availability and communication channel busy-idle status to

mutually configure its status with other sensors available in the range.[PL09]

Agile development methodology has been performed during system development. The

final system consists of two main parts: Mulle sensor subsystem and Java communication

subsystem has been developed successfully. Mulle sensor subsystem is in fact a sensor

network communicating with MPU written in TinyOS [Tin09] and Java communication

subsystem synchronizes IMU, Mulle sensor network, NHE and CAN-bus as well as data

acquisition from all devices, communication with remote server and data relay [LESL04].

Additional attempts has been taken to perform interoperability between different plat-

forms namely Java and .Net (that has been default and only way to communicate with

CANalyzer).
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1.1 Status monitoring
Regarding research results of Dr. Mikael Nybacka [Nyb09] we apply vehicle dynamics

models namely single track model, double track model, linear tier force model, etc. in

such a way that more information could be gained out of the data logged from the vehicle.

Such as, tire forces, slip and slip angles of wheels and used friction. This data is extracted

from models and can be shown online to test managers and engineers in another location.

Figure 1.1: Double Track Vehicle model

More information is provided in the third chapter of [Nyb09].

1.2 Wireless sensor networks

WSN consists of spatially distributed sensors that cooperatively monitor physical or envi-

ronmental conditions like temperature, vibration, pressure, motion and pollutants[KW05].

In our case we use Mulle sensors [EIS10], which is a miniaturized wireless embedded Inter-

net system available in two models, Bluetooth Mulle [ELD08] and Zigbee Mulle [Eli08].

We use Mulle v5.2 with Zigbee that covers 200 meter radio communication and uses

IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver. It has also 3-axis accelerometer. [Eli09]
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Recently WSN has enjoyed wide applied range of usage in different fields and subjects,

which varies from human health care to animal migrations and from population conges-

tion estimation to car industry and aviation, but our usage of WSN in this project is

limited to some major applications like fleet monitoring, environmental monitoring, con-

dition based monitoring and machine health monitoring [wik10c]. Each of which areas

can somehow be applied to our project but in a sense our project can provide another

major field to WSN applications namely vehicle monitoring or as recently have been

called vehicle status monitoring.

1.3 Inertial Management Unit (IMU)

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is an electronic device to measure and report velocity,

orientation and gravitational forces combining accelerometers and gyroscopes. Example

of usage is in aircraft maneuvering namely UAVs, spacecraft, shuttles, satellites, water-

crafts, missiles and landers. [wik10b]

In our project we use Xsens MTi with ACC, GYR, MAG and TEMP sensors com-

municating with standard RS232 serial port through USB. The standard MTi version

contains accelerometers with a full scale of 5g and gyroscopes with a full scale of 300◦/s.

Optional are accelerometers with a full scale of 18g, and gyroscopes with a full scale of

150◦/s and 1200◦/s. [XSE10]

The output of IMU is 3D orientation, 3D acceleration, and 3D rate of turn or 3D

magnetic field.

Figure 1.2: Xsens MTi (IMU)
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1.4 Controller Area Network (CAN)

Controller Area Network (CAN or CAN-bus) is a bus standard designed to allow micro-

controllers and devices inside a vehicle to communicate with each other without hosting.

[wik10a]

We use CANalyzer which is an analyzing software developed by ”Vector Informatik

GmbH” to analyze our data traffic in serial CAN bus system. In this project we took

advantage of version 7.2 of CANalyzer by using our own specification file which gives

actual references to serial data coming from CAN-bus and passes the real data into our

main processing unit.

1.5 Nelson Devices (Nelson HighEnd - Nelson Lite Server)
Nelson devices used in this project are Nelson High End (NHE), which acts as our commu-

nication gateway (both local and internet) and simultaneously GPS system. NHE is able

to provide LAN connectivity in special areas namely university campus and broadband

connectivity in other regions.

We also take advantage of Nelson Lite Server (N-Lite) which provides a local server

for data storage and communicates with Nelson master server via Internet. Nelson Lite

server gives tracking functionalities to the system by using a local database to fetch GPS

data fields every second. On the UNIX version we get GPS data from local database

as well as directly from NHE via TCP, on Windows version we make use of direct data

acquisition via TCP.

1.6 System integration
From the presented individual parts, an introduction of our whole system combined

of those parts would be interesting. The system includes raw data from local sensor

network, IMU, CANalyzer and Nelson systems in one hand; on the other hand they are

all connected into each other via a main processing unit which should act as synchronizer

and data receiver and pre-analyzer, as well as communicators.
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Figure 1.3: System integration model



CHAPTER 2

System Modeling and Design

System modeling consists of two main parts, software modeling and hardware modeling.

Software modeling will be discussed more in next chapter however for each subject the

description of software modeling is described briefly. Hardware modeling is based on

hardware parts and schematics of how they should take place in the whole system, what

is their responsibility regarding to system and their internal data and communication

models.

2.1 Sensor network and software

Sensor network system includes three types of sensors: MMU, mulAcc, mulTemp. All

Mulle sensors are Zigbee enabled Mulle v5.2. Applications are written in nesC which

is a small version of standard C to be run on TinyOS [Tin09] that is an event based

operating system designed for wireless embedded sensor networks. For each sensor type

there is a module that implements initialization, communications procedure (radio, serial

start/stop and send/receive) and measurements. MulAcc and mulTemp only use radio to

communicate. MulAcc has acceleration, temperature measurement units while mulTemp

has only temperature measuring. MMU communicates both through radio and serial and

has signal strength measurement unit.

2.1.1 Mulle Main Unit (MMU)

MMU works as coordinator. Synchronizing data acquisition and process clock is MMU’s

responsibility. Whenever MMU starts working, it sends hello packets through radio

meaning that MMU is available and if another sensor type is available in the range finds

out that MMU is in range. MulAcc and mulTemp sensors send hello message back by

receiving a hello packet. Then MMU sends its current time to make sure that all sensors

are synchronized with a reference time. The transmission time of time packet is negligible

for us, by receiving time packet mulAcc and/or mulTemp sensors set their current time to

7



8 The second chapter

Figure 2.1: Sequence diagram of Mulle sensor network.

this time. After that all the sensors go to ready state until MMU receives start message

from MPU.

The same handshaking and time synchronization process takes place between MMU

and MPU, after which MMU waits for start packet generated from MPU to start other

nodes by forwarding start packet to them. MMU then acts as gateway for sensor network

data packets.

The sequence diagram is depicted in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2 MulAcc

MulAcc measures both temperature and acceleration. At start it goes to network seeking

mode, in which sends hello message frequently while listening to radio if there is other
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node available in the range. Once it finds a MMU sensor by receiving hello back packet

and just after time message, goes to ready state in which frequently sends alive message

and leasons to channel for start message. If it happens that no MMU can be found after a

certain period of time during handshake process, mulAcc changes its mode to sleep mode

and wakes up on certain time outs to perform handshaking again. This sleeping mode

is for the sake of reducing power consumption and prolonging sensor life time. If MMU

sends start message, mulAcc starts its temperature measurement unit and accelerometer,

DS2782 and MMA7261QT respectively. Sending Acc packets each 10 milliseconds and

temperature packets each 1000 ms to reach 100Hz and 1Hz data rates respectively will

be done continuesly until stop message receives the radio. Accelerometer’s sensitivity is

set to 10g but it has been tested with other sensitivity values of 6.7g and 2.5g as well.

State diagram of MulAcc is depicted in Fig 2.2.

Figure 2.2: MulAcc communications state diagram.

2.1.3 MulTemp

MulTemp is the last type of Mulle application used. The same state diagram for mulAcc

applies for mulTemp as well. Temperature measuring happens within intervals of 1000ms,

and be sent by measure done. Temperature measuring is not so crucial like accelerations,
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so most of the time mulTemp is in sleep mode between intervals therefore it saves more

power than Acc mode.

This way each temperature node lives at least three times longer than a mulAcc node.

2.1.4 Packet Types

For each special functionality and state on Mulle sensors there is a different packet with

different size and type, so that none of them can be mistakenly adopted by system instead

of other packet. Sensor application guarantees that all radio packets have different length

and type, similarly all serial packets have different length and type but similar packet

sizes might happen among serial packets versus radio packets. Since similar packets in

size have different packet types and the propagation medium of them are different, there

will be no occurrence of conflict between packets by the same length.

2.1.4.1 Radio Packets

Radio packets used on sensor network are as following:

Hello packet: provides hello message from one Mulle to the other.

Nodeid Hello

Time packet: provides time synchronizing message from MMU to others.

Nodeid time

Start packet: provides start message from MMU to others

Nodeid Start

Stop packet: provides stop message from MMU to others

Nodeid Stop

State packet: provides state message of a Mulle to other Mulles

state Mode

Temp packet: provides voltage and temperature measured on each Mulle to MMU

temp Vol Time
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ACC packet (xyzval): provides acceleration measured on mulAcc to MMU

pktno x y z time

OK packet: informs other Mulles of receiving data or state, hello, time and start/stop

packets

nodeid oktype pktnum

2.1.4.2 Serial Packets

Serial packets are originated from MMU to MPU, although transmission media is not

common with Mulle radio but most of packet lengths are unique.

Java hello packet: used for forwarding Mulle hello message from MMU to MPU

nodeid hello time sectime

Serial hello packet: used for sending hello message from MMU itself to MPU

nodeid hello time

VSMACC packet: used for forwarding mulAcc xyzval packet to MPU

xyzval time pktno

VSMmmu Temp packet: used to send collected voltage and temperature messages to

MPU. Note that temperature and voltage fields of mulTemp and mulAcc can be increased

by number of mulTemp and mulAcc sensors available in the range.

Tmptmp Mmutmp Acctmp Tmpvol Mmuvol accvol

With a slightly change in MMU application also it is possible to just forward Tem-

perature / Voltage packets to MPU, this had been done during some tests.

Nodeid Temp Vol time

State packets: used for informing MPU of nodes current state if changed

Nodeid State Newst Mode dur

Signal strength packet: used to inform MPU about signal strength of each node in

range. Again should note that number of ’Temp ss’ and ’Acc ss’ fields can vary by number

of mulTemp and mulAcc used in range respectively.

Temp ss Acc ss
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2.2 Java Communication System

Java communication software plays the basic role in this project with collecting data

from different devices, providing local visualization and data interchange over server for

advanced visualization.

Application consists of a frame called VSMForm inherited from swing java Frame

which instantiates VSM interface implementations and other classes and calls correspond-

ing methods. VSM stands for Vehicle Status Monitoring and VSMForm instantiates a

form in which user can set attributes and properties, select ports, select or deselect devices

and send or save data to the server or on local machine. This form gives the possibility

to user in order to select serial ports manually and be able to change device ports at run

time by instantiating corresponding java classes namely port chooser and device finder.

A view of this form is depicted in Figure 2.3.

Besides this main form there are a number of interfaces that provide abstraction of

classes and methods responsible for communicating between java communication applica-

tion and other devices. IMUInt, MMUInt, CANAppInt, GPSInt and databaseReaderInt

are those interfaces that are implemented by MMU, IMU, CANApp, GPSviaTCP, and

databaseReader classes. These classes are instantiated by running VSMForm and behave

so that always they stay in a proper state to be able to fulfill their tasks.

VSMForm provides start/stop mechanism for java communication application for the

purpose of data gathering on demand whenever user aims to. There are two buttons

contrived into form called start and stop to perform this mechanism. By clicking start

button VSMForm calls start methods of instantiated class implementations of IMUInt,

MMUInt, CANAppInt and GPSInt or databaseReaderInt interfaces. IMU class as an

implementation of IMUInt interface, is responsible for communicating with IMU device.

MMU class which in turn is an implementation of MMUInt interface, is to communicate

with MMU sensor node via USB connection. For CANAppInt interface there is an

implementation called CANApp class which is a bridge class to access CAN-bus data with

USB connectivity to CANAlyzer. Vector CANAlyzer accompanies with .Net interface,

which forced us to use interchangability methods implemented by a bridge to access

those .Net methods or native codes via .Net interface, in order to retrieve data directly

from CANAlyzer. Two different kind of classes have been used to retrieve GPS data

during project developement, first is databaseReader designed to collect data from local

Nelson server which is only available on Linux Ubuntu distribution, which is in turn an

implementation of databaseReaderInt interface. The reason to use this seperate class

is that on our Linux test machine there is a Nelson Lite server available that updates

local database automaticly. In the case that application runs on Ubuntu machine, it first

starts local server and periodically fetches GPS data namely every second from the local

database. Another class GPS or GpsViaTCP which implements GPSInt interface works

on every machine and at the middle of project development time have been replaced

databaseReader class since it does GPS data acquisition via TCP connection directly

from NHE.
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Figure 2.3: a view of java communication user interface

Collected data within each class is saved into a corresponding data packet designed for

different types of data that each class concerns with. All these data should be passed as an

integrated packet into file or into server, so there is a necessity of having a synchronized

shared data integration packet. This packet is called VSMPacket, which includes all

temperature, acceleration, GPS, CAN-bus and inertial measured data. For each packet

there is a java interface available that defines methods and properties of that packet.

Then each packet interface is implemented by packet class which implements methods of

that interface.

During run time, data is saved in VSMPacket, which is a class to collect all data with

synchronized methods that guarantees only one access at a time to values and packet

properties. By pressing stop button on VSMForm, system stops reading serial ports

and starts to save buffered VSMPacket data into a result file. This file can be read by

VSMForm later if user requests. User also can request sending logged file into server or

just show its data on VSMForm.

Figure 2.4 represents interface diagram of java communication application. For each

interface depicted in the Figure 2.4, there is an implementation class that can be instan-

tiated from within VSMForm.
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Figure 2.4: Interface diagram of java communication application (VSM java app.)

2.2.1 IMU class

IMU class is a class responsible for data acquisition from IMU device that implements

IMUInt interface. It uses rxtx java serial port library [RXT10] to communicate with USB

serial. This class extends Thread and implements SerialPortEventListener interface to

be noticed of coming serial packets. This class is designed to time synchronize itself with

other classes namely MMU and CANApp to fetch right data within each time interval.

This is very important issue due to different data rate of each device. IMU sends packets

in 50 and 100 Hz and MMU sends in 100 Hz while CAN-bus has 500 Hz packet sending

rate and GPS data receives in 1 Hz, so it is very important to synchronize data with a

base device. IMU class plays this role for us and tries to synchronize all other devices

with IMU clock. IMU starts sending data automaticaly by connecting to USB port with

its standard packet size including internal temperature depicted in Table 3, but since

we need to get another packet type with just inertial data fields. Therefore IMU class

requests going to configuration mode by sending configuration request packet to IMU
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Table 1: IMU packet structure

PRE BID MID LEN DATA CS

Table 2: Data packet format of IMU

Field Field width Description

PRE 1 byte Preamble, indicator of start of packet -> 250 (0xFA)

BID 1 byte Bus identifier / address -> 250 (0xFF)

MID 1 byte Message identifier

LEN 1 byte

Value equals number of bytes in DATA field.

Maximum value is 254 (0xFE). Value of 255 (0xFF) is

reserved.

DATA 0 – 254 bytes Data bytes ( optional)

CS 1 byte Checksum of message

and configures IMU device to output orientation packet. configuration for orientation

data packet sending takes place by sending a proper packet including data request for

orientation packet type which is depicted in Table 4 and then requests go to measurement

mode.

The process of device configuration happens by instantiating IMU object instance, so

that it tries to establish connection with the port name passed to its constructor from

VSMForm or passed to its setPort method. If port name is known on instantiation the

IMU object instance configures the device otherwise configuration will take place after

calling setPort method. IMU object instance receives IMU data packets into its seri-

alEvent event handler. Property isStarted is used to check if serialEvent should process

received data packets or not. Method Start sets isStarted to true when VSMForm’s start

button is pressed, and method Stop resets this property on stop button click event.

While packet reading process is not started by start command originated from VSM-

Form it skips coming data packets from IMU device otherwise saves and sets VSMPacket

within each time interval of 50 Hz or 100 Hz. It also keeps data history by using an array

with size 100 so that always have access to data gathered in last second and reset it in

the case that VSMForm needs to alter and correct data error occurred by delays or bad

packet receiving.
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Table 3: IMU standard packet mode - MID 50 (0x32)

accX accY accZ gyrX gyrY gyrZ magX magY magZ temp

Table 4: IMU Orientation packet mode - MID 50 (0x32)

accX accY accZ gyrX gyrY gyrZ magX magY magZ

The process of requesting configuration, configuring IMU device and measurement

request is depicted in Figure 2.5.

IMU class reads all the header, acceleration, gyroscope, magnitude, and checksum

byte by byte from IMU device. Headers are used to check data on each read process to

be sure that packet coming is correct; also a method is responsible for checksum and data

rightness control. All packet types receiving from IMU device are checked on Serial Event

method by size and be processed accordingly. Packet size checks help to deal differently

with different sized packets for example configuration packets and data packets. Data

reading process also updates user interface on VSMForm to show current IMU data.

Figure 2.6 draws the process performing on IMU object instance in Java communication

form.

2.2.2 MMU class

MMUInt interface is responsible for communicating with MMU sensor node. Its respon-

sibility contains sending hello, start, stop and time packet and receiving and processing

data packets from MMU namely temperature/voltage packets, acceleration packets, sig-

nal strength packets and Ok messages. MMUInt as claimed before inherits from Thread

class. MMU class is an implementation of MMU interface to implement those tasks.

MMU class instantiates whenever VSMForm starts running and after it recognizes

ports and devices. Port name is used to instantiate IMU and MMU objects, however it is

possible to instantiate them without passing port name and then set port name by proper

access method. Once MMU object port setting is done, MMU object starts sending hello

packet to MMU, and once it gets hello Ok packet back sends current time to MMU for
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Figure 2.5: java com and IMU communication diagram
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Figure 2.6: Process of data acquisition in IMU object instance

the sake of time synchronization. After handshaking and time synchronization MMU

object instance now listens to serial port for receiving data packets from MMU. Note

that the process of handshaking and time synchronization between MMU object and

MMU device can be done manually from within VSMForm by calling sendHello method

of MMU object or can be done automatically from within MMU object instance. If port

name is passed to constructor of class that happens automatically and if not it should

be done via sendHello method call.

Pressing start button on VSMForm exactly similar to IMU start method call causes

VSMForm to send start packet into MMU object instance and then calling its run method.

Here is the difference between MMU and IMU instances, MMU instance does not run

reading process before receiving start method while IMU instance always performs read-

ing process and check isStarted property within run method. MMU however starts

running that by first call to Start method and then sends start packet into MMU de-

vice. Then MMU starts sending start packet over radio and mulAcc and mulTemp send

their data packets into MMU sensor node. MMU sensor node forwards those data into
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Figure 2.7: Data acquisition process in MMU (task diagram)

MMU object instance and here is the place to process receiving packets in MMU object.

Depending on packet size, format and data types they are processed differently. For

example receiving temperature packet causes Temperature properties update on local

temperature packets while updating temperature properties on VSMPacket. The same

thing happens to acceleration packets and signal strength packets.

MMU stops processing received data once it receives stop packet from VSMForm

and simultaneously sends stop packet to MMU sensor node which in turn forwards stop

packet into mulAcc and mulTemp. Then it goes to wait state until receives another start

packet or program dies. The process of data acquisition in MMU is depicted in Figure

2.7.
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Figure 2.8: java com communication with CAN-bus via CANAlyzer

2.2.3 CANApp class

CANApp class provides implementation of abstract methods of CANAppInt interface

to communicate with CANAlyzer which itself is a hardware communication interface to

communicate with CAN-bus in the car. Thus this class’s real task is to communicate with

CANAlyzer API which in turn gathers information directly from the CAN-bus. As we

use Volvo XC90 as our case vehicle, we choose Vector CANAlyzer with proper configura-

tion file which provides reference addresses to CAN data for Volvo XC90. Unfortunately

despite our basic definition of project to have a system which is cross-platform, CAN-

Alyzer comes with a .Net API and C++ API. The problem was very frustrating in the

beginning since we needed to do hard coding and find all native functions to call in order

to communicate with CAN-bus. CANAlyzer in other hand has no driver for Linux or

Mac OS. So CANApp is only usable on windows version of our current system.

In order to get use of .Net functions the best solution in our case was to get benefit

of java and .Net interoperability tools. For this sake we tried JNBridge and EZ JCom

tools to convert .Net classes to their java counter parts. EZ JCom was more convenient

to handle and at the end we used a trial version of that which worked great for us and

made us able to communicate from java application with CAN-Bus. CANApp object
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Table 5: CAN-bus signal list

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signal
Engine

Speed

Car

speed

Wheel

speed

front

left

Wheel

speed

front

right

Wheel

speed

rare left

Wheel

speed

rare

right

Steering

Angle

Number 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Signal

Steering

angle

sign

Lateral

acceler-

ation

Yaw

rate

actual

Roll

rate

actual

Vehicle

speed

ABS

Longitudinal

acceler-

ation

ACC

pedal

position

Number 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Signal

In car

temper-

ature

Ambient

temper-

ature

Ignition

key

position

ABS

Mode

SCM

Mode

TCM

Mode

Break

pressure

is instantiated by VSMForm and then requests CANAlyzer to start, and then we hide

CANAlyzer application and run it in back side. CANApp does proper requests to CAN-

Alyzer to configure it with configuration file. Exactly similar to IMU process, CAN-Bus

also sends data once connection establishes, therefore CANApp ignores coming data if

‘isStarted’ property is not set to true by VSMForm. If ‘isStarted’ is true it collects data

from CANAlyzer, updates its local packet and as well as VSMPacket. Table 5 shows

data coming from CANAlyzer to our CANApp.

2.2.4 GPS and databaseReader classes

GPS data were acquired in two ways, directly from database which resides on Nelson

Lite server and via TCP connection directly from NHE. Nelson server is only available

on Linux so in order to fulfill our goal of having a cross-platform application we switched

to GPSInt interface and GPSviaTCP as its implementation to communicate directly via

TCP with NHE. Class ‘databaseReader’ which implements databaseReaderInt interface

reads data from Nelson server, where GPS reads data every second from NHE.

Nelson Lite Server guarantees updating database data every second in presence of

GPS connectivity. Table which contains GPS data is a one row table with structure

depicted in Table 6.
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Table 6: Nelson Lite Server GPS packet structure

Date-Time Longitude Latitude Altitude

Figure 2.9: Nelson High End (NHE) communication diagram

GPS object instance is a thread that every second sends request to NHE and reads

data back, updates local GPSPacket as well as ‘VSMPacket’.



CHAPTER 3

Results

Taking agile developing method into account, the software goal product has been de-

signed, developed and used successfully. We were able to fulfill all the requirements

of the system, such as data gathering from MMU, IMU, CAN-bus and NHE. During

implementation we used divide and conquer strategy to overcome problems in a good

combination with agile team development. Each divided module has been tested individ-

ually and together with other modules. Data correctness has been tested for each module

and in combination with others. Some tests have been done during system development

at LTU campus and on test tracks in Arjeplog namely Colmis test track. Connectivity

was provided by a mesh network system implemented at LTU with the use of NHEs

depicted in Figures 3.1 and 3.4.

Figure 3.1: Wireless mesh network used at Colmis test track
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Figure 3.2: Number of packet loss per test duration(in second) detected on MulAcc sensor

nodes on different frequencies
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Figure 3.3: Throughput(percentage) per test duration (second) of MulAcc sensor nodes

Results shows a slightly slow data acquisition sometimes but still keeping in the range

between 50 and 100 Hz which has no packet lost at 50 Hz . Packet lost and bad packet

receiving has been detected around maximum data rate of 100 Hz starting from 75 Hz
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which increases by data rate speed where around 100Hz there is a maximum of 25% of

packet lost and bad packets. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 introduce throughput and packet loss

plot for data transition from mulle sensors with different rates of frequency.

Figure 3.4: Colmis test track (picture is taken from their website[Gro10])

Investigations shows that packet loss is mostly concerned with temperature and volt-

age packets on high rates namely 100Hz, that arrive to MMU device from mulTemp and

mulAcc when MMU device is actually processing acceleration packets. The amount of

packet loss can be extracted by difference between recieved and sent packets shown in

Figure 3.7. The process of forwarding these packets sometimes encounters delays more

than packet sending timeout duration, and in this case last received packets replace pre-

vious ones in the corresponding array, which leads to non precise data acquisition for

that specific time interval. Unless there are a few number of packet loss or packet wrong

replacements but according to our goals it is essential to find some optimization for that

kind of data burst intervals.

However there is no considerable packet delay or packet loss both on MMU and java

communication application. Each packet that comes will be forwarded from MMU as

soon as possible. The results show that our in-car MPU were fast enough to support us

with both online processing and data forwarding. All the packets sent from MMU on

different tests with different number of packets have been recieved by JavaCom meaning

that no packet is lost on communication channel. For example on acceleration stop

test with 3058 packets sent MPU recieved 3058 in the same packet order, and for one

normal driving test on less than three seconds 186 packets sent that are recieved by

MPU by the same order. it shows that regardless of number of packets and also their

size, communication between MMU and JavaCom has beed seamlessly fast, accurate and

ordered.
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Communication between java communication application and remote server can be

caused by bad connectivity or out of range problems. Since packets are too long, dividing

them can be a good idea in next versions. Another good feature for future versions is

data encryption that is missed on current version. Since test companies are interested

in data security and secrecy on the test platform it is good to augment data transfer

procedure with data encryption.

Table 1 takes some quality and testing factors into account and briefly shows quality

degrees for each software.

Table 1: Software quality issues

Factor TinyOs JavaCom

Usability

each module can be used

several times and can be

tested with unit test

classes are fully reusable, easy to

understand, easy to use and well

documented

Performance high
encounters some delay while

having larg data size

Completeness

all different status and

modes are considered, error

handlings are responsible

for better efficiency

Some issues exist on data

buffering and remote

communication, each unit is

complete according to its

responsibility, but the

combination of whole system

together needs more fail

detection and error handling.

Maintainability

not easy maintainable, all

nodes need to be

redeployed by each update

Fully maintainable, any change

in any class doesn’t affect other

classes.

Testability
due to packet limitations

imposible to test all factors
high

Security
not considered, encryption

needed on other versions

data communication with MMU

is not secure, communication

with remote server is encrypted.

Application has been tested with different driving tests such as quick slalom, simple

slalom, ramp slalom, 90 degree step input in 70 and 80 km/h, zero to 100 to zero, infinity

sign and circle tests both right hand circle and left hand circle. Figures 3.8 to 3.22 show

acquired data results from different devices.
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3.1 Mounting and prototype

Under project we have had three versions of sensor programs including three data trans-

formation model: data buffering, direct packet relay and buffer and relay. However

JavaCom enjoyed regular improvements with around seven different versions of program.

JavaCom includes different type of special purpose classes that are responsible for dif-

ferent tasks, GPS class for GPS data acquisition from local server on Linux machine,

GPSviaTCP class for GPS data acquisition directly from TCP connection with NHE,

JCAN class for CAN-Bus interoprability modules to make bridge between java program

and .Net foundation classes of CANAlyzer, IMU class for calibrated and non calibrated

IMU data acqisition. Mulle sensors have been placed inside small boxes and deployed

into car, on respective placements: MullAcc on wheels, MulTemp inside car on rear seats

and MMU on center of the car near MPU device. IMU also have been placed inside the

car in the middle of back seats on a fixed glued label. The final release of JavaCom looks

like Figure 3.5 Note that some additional code snippets on interoperability bridge for

Java to .Net communications and buffer and relay model on sensors communications are

listed in Appendices.

Figure 3.5: JavaCom UI

The following Figures show the result data acquired from different devices. Figure

3.7 indicates packets have been sent from MulAcc to MMU with orange color and the

number of packets which MMU received on the rates 25Hz, 50Hz, 75Hz, 100Hz with red

color, beside them it shows number of packet loss in green colored columns. One can see

that these neglectable packet loss did not affect the test results. However it is desirable

that even such a low packet loss should be removed in future optimizations.
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Figure 3.6: Java Server Application UI
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Figure 3.8: Acceleration from IMU device at Colmis test track test
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Figure 3.9: Acceleration from IMU on quick slalom at Boden airpot
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Figure 3.10: Acceleration from MulAcc device at LTU campus test
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Figure 3.11: Lateral acceleration from CAN-Bus at Colmis test track
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Figure 3.12: Longitude Acceleration from CAN-Bus at Boden airport test
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Figure 3.13: Brake pressure from CAN-bus data acquired on colmis test track
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Figure 3.14: Actual yaw from CAN-Bus at Boden airport test
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Figure 3.15: Actual roll from CAN-bus at Boden airport test
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Figure 3.16: Acceleration pedal position from CAN-bus at Boden airport test
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Figure 3.17: Wheel speed rare left wheel data from CAN-bus on different tests at colmis
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Figure 3.18: Wheel speed front left wheel data from CAN-bus on different tests at colmis
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Figure 3.19: Wheel speed front right wheel data from CAN-bus on different tests at

colmis
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Figure 3.20: Wheel speed rare right wheel data from CAN-bus on different tests at colmis
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Figure 3.21: Vehicle Speed data from CAN-bus on different tests at colmis
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Figure 3.22: Engine speed data from CAN-bus on different tests at colmis
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusion and Discussion

4.1 Conclusion

As a main aim, this thesis work was defined to address possibility of data acquisition in

an integrated and heterogeneous system with a desired data rate where different devices

are used to gather data for the sake of remote visualization over the internet. Results

show that this goal is fully achieved.

Server side visualization application has been tested by our system’s acquired data

as a proof of Mikael Nybacka’s theory behind this project given in his previous papers.

The main purpose behind this project was to establish wireless communication be-

tween devices as much as possible. Some devices namely IMU and CAN-bus had no

wireless version at the time of doing project although theoretically there is no technical

reason preventing wireless connectivity for them.

The most important limitation on the project was the lack of TCP or UDP commu-

nication between mulle sensors and other devices. A complementary project can be on

mulle MAC layer and implementing TCP stacks so that devices can talk to mulle sensors

with no wire.

Attempts must be done to integrate all devices including gateway, MPU, IMU and

CAN-bus in a kit that can communicate with sensors as well. That should be the aim of

any continuing on the project.

The lack of encryption and some optimizations provides some interesting temptations

to encourage us improve our system by sensor encryption, local data encryption and also

performance optimization of MulAcc sensor nodes and JavaCom and remote server.
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4.2 Discussion

Previous works on vehicle status monitoring systems were more focused on special pur-

pose data gathering and analysis. This thesis work builds a foundation of a general

purpose vehicle monitoring with both real time and off-line monitoring that can help

analyzers and professionals to study vehicle status from multiple perspectives.

Theory is on its starting point and can be promoted and developed to find an opti-

mized way of vehicle status monitoring and most important optimizing predictive mon-

itoring which can be applied to variety of applications not even for cars and terrestrial

vehicles but marine and spatial vehicles as well.

The biggest issue on predictive vehicle status monitoring is maintenance and safety,

it might be interesting for road traffic managers or car test industry to be able to predict

next status of vehicle, or even future predictions about service requirements, safety issues

or pre-accident controls.

4.3 Alternative approach

In many cases this is an important issue to be aware of vehicle’s future behaviors. So an

alternative approach to our work is to study more on predictive vehicle status monitoring

with the use of real time data while recent researches introduce just online and offline

data monitoring and data mining.

Another technical approach is to design and implement a fully integrated intelligent

system that besides monitoring vehicle status provides analytic monitoring which includes

preprocessing and data analysis from different views.

Ideally we can consider this project from end user perspective to fullfil user require-

ments with some online control systems, imagine that this system can provide people

with disabilities with some useful control information about their vehicle, namely speed

alerts according to road limitations and speed signs. Some productive approach also can

be taken into account in such a project.



CHAPTER 5

Future work

5.1 Next projects and short time future works

There is long way for this project to promote itself by theoretical proofs and technical

improvements that can be used in practical and industrial environments. Much more

efforts should be taken to develop a whole wireless system in which sensors and other

devices can talk to each other via standard communication medium. As an example from

the sensor part, current mulle sensor nodes are limited to connect with USB connection

to processing unit unless they both communicate in Bluetooth.

Handhelds nowadays provide a powerful processing base which motivates us to design

a system with them as main processing unit. Imagination of having local data analysis

and acquisition on an iPhone or Android mobile device that acts as a gateway for the

remote server as well was hold during the whole project process.

Applied vehicular status monitoring is a need in many areas and applications such

as testing tracks, driving training organizations, car producers, marine and aviation in-

dustries. For this sake theoretical parts should be focused more and analytical methods

should be studied and optimized.

Combined data analysis and predictive and real time data mining is another inter-

esting area to take us furthermore, since with the use of different accuracies and data

type achieved from different devices it would be more attractive and interesting to find

new formulations and methods which leads us to better and even applied analysis and

monitoring systems.

A strong recommendation is to work on a system which provides fully wireless com-

munication between current used devices and units. Also sensor networks and CAN-bus

network have ability and possibility to work on wider range than just inside one vehicle

area. An interesting area for future works is to design a traffic status monitoring system

with the use of sensor networking and vehicle status monitoring.
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5.2 Furthur ideas and long time future works

As given before long time future works have most focus on theoretical algorithms of a

predictive monitoring. As a matter of fact combining of predictive, online and offline

status monitoring can provide us with better and more accurate analysis.

Road traffic monitoring and management will be more efficient and well performed in

a combinaton with vehicle status monitoring, every vehicle as a traffic unit, with a mean-

ingfully spreaded wireless sensor network, can transfer its data to traffic management

system to be able to manage better, in this approach predictive vehicle status monitor-

ing leads to better predictive road and traffic status monitoring which is in fact a dream

nowadays.

Integrating most of the devices like IMU, sensors and powerful processing unit is

not out of access now. Some integrated device with touch screen that provides smart

montoring and data transformation and smart analysis can be achieved by planing, all

required technologies are available and a big project can be defined for this sake.



APPENDIX A

TinyOS code snippets

Following code snippet shows MulAcc and MMU implementations of acceleration packet

sending and measuring, the most important problem here is the non optimized mulle

implementations for reading accX, accY and accZ values, they have seperate threads and

each trigger an event when a new value is read, so we have to care about three different

threads and manage all of that to get the new acceleration packet for sending to MMU.

module mulAccC {
    event message_t * RadioReceive.receive(message_t *msg,void *payload, uint8_t len)
    { 
        if (len == sizeof(HelloMSG_t))
        {
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
            {
                ready();
                if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                sendOk(HELLO_OK); call Leds.led2Toggle();
                return msg; 
            }
        } 
        if (len == sizeof(TimeMSG_t))
        {
            TimeMSG_t* timepkt = (TimeMSG_t*)payload;
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR) 
            { 
                localTime = call LocalTime.get();
               // if btrpkt->nodeid is the same as MMU nodeid. 
               curTime = timepkt->time;
               Timediff = (localTime - curTime); 
               istimeset = true;
               ready();
               sendOk(TIME_OK);
              call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
            }
            return msg;
        }

 
        if (len == sizeof(StartMSG_t))
        {
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            call Leds.led1Toggle();
            if (startpkt->start == 1)
            { 
                sendOk(START_OK);
                if (!isactive) active(); 
            }
            else if (startpkt->start == 0) 
            {
                sendOk(STOP_OK); 
                if (isactive) ready();
            } 
            return msg;
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (startpkt->start == 1)) 
            { 
                active();
                sendOk(START_OK); 
            }
            else if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (state == ACTIVE_) && 
(startpkt->start == 0)) 
            {
                ready(); 
                sendOk(STOP_OK);
            }
        }
        if (len == sizeof(OkMSG_t))
        { 
            OkMSG_t* okpkt = (OkMSG_t*)payload;
            // if ok pkt comes then add bufpoint++ 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == ACC_OK)
            { 
                buft[okpkt->pktnum].Ok = true; 
                if (okpkt -> pktnum == bufpoint) ++bufpoint;
                while ( buft[bufpoint].Ok == true ) ++bufpoint; 
            } 
            else
            // if hellook comes do the same as hello packet recieve 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == HELLO_OK) 
            { 
                if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
                { 
                    ready();
                    if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                    call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
                }
             } 
             else
             // if stateok comes do not send state again
            if (okpkt -> oktype == STATE_OK)
            { 
                stateok = false; 
            } 
            else 
            // if tempok comes do not send temp again 
            if (okpkt -> oktype == TEMP_OK) 
            { 
                tempvolok = false; 
            }
            return msg;
        }
        return msg;
    }

    // Event handlers for readDone events of Accelerometer on X, Y and Z axis 
    event void AccelX.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        {
            curVal.x = val; xread = true;
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            { 
                curBuf.pkt[bufin] = curVal;
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal;
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend =0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            } 
        }
        else 
        { call AccelX.read();}
    }

    event void AccelY.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.y = val;
            yread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelY.read();}
    }

    event void AccelZ.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.z = val;
            zread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelZ.read();}
    }

/*
Function to notify its state change on ready packet recieving and start procedure of 
alerting MMU of being alive node.
*/
    void ready()
    { 
        if (state == BOOT_) 
        {
            enddur(); sendState(BOOT_, READY_ , ON_); startdur();
            atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; } 
        } 
        else if (state == ACTIVE_) 
        { 
            enddur(); sendState(ACTIVE_ , READY_ , ON_); startdur();
        }
        atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; }
        atomic isactive = false; 
    }

/* Function to notify ite state change to active and start sending data to MMU */
    void active()
    { 
        enddur(); 
        sendState( state , ACTIVE_ , ON_);
        startdur(); 
        atomic state = ACTIVE_;
        call AccTimer.startPeriodic( 10 ); 
        call ClockTimer.startOneShot(1000);
        atomic isactive = true; 
    }

    task void getVoltage()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureVoltage();
    }

    task void measureTemp()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureTemperature();
    }
}
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module mulAccC {
    event message_t * RadioReceive.receive(message_t *msg,void *payload, uint8_t len)
    { 
        if (len == sizeof(HelloMSG_t))
        {
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
            {
                ready();
                if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                sendOk(HELLO_OK); call Leds.led2Toggle();
                return msg; 
            }
        } 
        if (len == sizeof(TimeMSG_t))
        {
            TimeMSG_t* timepkt = (TimeMSG_t*)payload;
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR) 
            { 
                localTime = call LocalTime.get();
               // if btrpkt->nodeid is the same as MMU nodeid. 
               curTime = timepkt->time;
               Timediff = (localTime - curTime); 
               istimeset = true;
               ready();
               sendOk(TIME_OK);
              call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
            }
            return msg;
        }

 
        if (len == sizeof(StartMSG_t))
        {
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            call Leds.led1Toggle();
            if (startpkt->start == 1)
            { 
                sendOk(START_OK);
                if (!isactive) active(); 
            }
            else if (startpkt->start == 0) 
            {
                sendOk(STOP_OK); 
                if (isactive) ready();
            } 
            return msg;
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (startpkt->start == 1)) 
            { 
                active();
                sendOk(START_OK); 
            }
            else if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (state == ACTIVE_) && 
(startpkt->start == 0)) 
            {
                ready(); 
                sendOk(STOP_OK);
            }
        }
        if (len == sizeof(OkMSG_t))
        { 
            OkMSG_t* okpkt = (OkMSG_t*)payload;
            // if ok pkt comes then add bufpoint++ 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == ACC_OK)
            { 
                buft[okpkt->pktnum].Ok = true; 
                if (okpkt -> pktnum == bufpoint) ++bufpoint;
                while ( buft[bufpoint].Ok == true ) ++bufpoint; 
            } 
            else
            // if hellook comes do the same as hello packet recieve 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == HELLO_OK) 
            { 
                if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
                { 
                    ready();
                    if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                    call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
                }
             } 
             else
             // if stateok comes do not send state again
            if (okpkt -> oktype == STATE_OK)
            { 
                stateok = false; 
            } 
            else 
            // if tempok comes do not send temp again 
            if (okpkt -> oktype == TEMP_OK) 
            { 
                tempvolok = false; 
            }
            return msg;
        }
        return msg;
    }

    // Event handlers for readDone events of Accelerometer on X, Y and Z axis 
    event void AccelX.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        {
            curVal.x = val; xread = true;
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            { 
                curBuf.pkt[bufin] = curVal;
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal;
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend =0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            } 
        }
        else 
        { call AccelX.read();}
    }

    event void AccelY.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.y = val;
            yread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelY.read();}
    }

    event void AccelZ.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.z = val;
            zread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelZ.read();}
    }

/*
Function to notify its state change on ready packet recieving and start procedure of 
alerting MMU of being alive node.
*/
    void ready()
    { 
        if (state == BOOT_) 
        {
            enddur(); sendState(BOOT_, READY_ , ON_); startdur();
            atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; } 
        } 
        else if (state == ACTIVE_) 
        { 
            enddur(); sendState(ACTIVE_ , READY_ , ON_); startdur();
        }
        atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; }
        atomic isactive = false; 
    }

/* Function to notify ite state change to active and start sending data to MMU */
    void active()
    { 
        enddur(); 
        sendState( state , ACTIVE_ , ON_);
        startdur(); 
        atomic state = ACTIVE_;
        call AccTimer.startPeriodic( 10 ); 
        call ClockTimer.startOneShot(1000);
        atomic isactive = true; 
    }

    task void getVoltage()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureVoltage();
    }

    task void measureTemp()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureTemperature();
    }
}
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module mulAccC {
    event message_t * RadioReceive.receive(message_t *msg,void *payload, uint8_t len)
    { 
        if (len == sizeof(HelloMSG_t))
        {
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
            {
                ready();
                if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                sendOk(HELLO_OK); call Leds.led2Toggle();
                return msg; 
            }
        } 
        if (len == sizeof(TimeMSG_t))
        {
            TimeMSG_t* timepkt = (TimeMSG_t*)payload;
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR) 
            { 
                localTime = call LocalTime.get();
               // if btrpkt->nodeid is the same as MMU nodeid. 
               curTime = timepkt->time;
               Timediff = (localTime - curTime); 
               istimeset = true;
               ready();
               sendOk(TIME_OK);
              call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
            }
            return msg;
        }

 
        if (len == sizeof(StartMSG_t))
        {
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            call Leds.led1Toggle();
            if (startpkt->start == 1)
            { 
                sendOk(START_OK);
                if (!isactive) active(); 
            }
            else if (startpkt->start == 0) 
            {
                sendOk(STOP_OK); 
                if (isactive) ready();
            } 
            return msg;
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (startpkt->start == 1)) 
            { 
                active();
                sendOk(START_OK); 
            }
            else if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (state == ACTIVE_) && 
(startpkt->start == 0)) 
            {
                ready(); 
                sendOk(STOP_OK);
            }
        }
        if (len == sizeof(OkMSG_t))
        { 
            OkMSG_t* okpkt = (OkMSG_t*)payload;
            // if ok pkt comes then add bufpoint++ 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == ACC_OK)
            { 
                buft[okpkt->pktnum].Ok = true; 
                if (okpkt -> pktnum == bufpoint) ++bufpoint;
                while ( buft[bufpoint].Ok == true ) ++bufpoint; 
            } 
            else
            // if hellook comes do the same as hello packet recieve 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == HELLO_OK) 
            { 
                if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
                { 
                    ready();
                    if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                    call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
                }
             } 
             else
             // if stateok comes do not send state again
            if (okpkt -> oktype == STATE_OK)
            { 
                stateok = false; 
            } 
            else 
            // if tempok comes do not send temp again 
            if (okpkt -> oktype == TEMP_OK) 
            { 
                tempvolok = false; 
            }
            return msg;
        }
        return msg;
    }

    // Event handlers for readDone events of Accelerometer on X, Y and Z axis 
    event void AccelX.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        {
            curVal.x = val; xread = true;
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            { 
                curBuf.pkt[bufin] = curVal;
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal;
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend =0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            } 
        }
        else 
        { call AccelX.read();}
    }

    event void AccelY.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.y = val;
            yread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelY.read();}
    }

    event void AccelZ.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.z = val;
            zread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelZ.read();}
    }

/*
Function to notify its state change on ready packet recieving and start procedure of 
alerting MMU of being alive node.
*/
    void ready()
    { 
        if (state == BOOT_) 
        {
            enddur(); sendState(BOOT_, READY_ , ON_); startdur();
            atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; } 
        } 
        else if (state == ACTIVE_) 
        { 
            enddur(); sendState(ACTIVE_ , READY_ , ON_); startdur();
        }
        atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; }
        atomic isactive = false; 
    }

/* Function to notify ite state change to active and start sending data to MMU */
    void active()
    { 
        enddur(); 
        sendState( state , ACTIVE_ , ON_);
        startdur(); 
        atomic state = ACTIVE_;
        call AccTimer.startPeriodic( 10 ); 
        call ClockTimer.startOneShot(1000);
        atomic isactive = true; 
    }

    task void getVoltage()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureVoltage();
    }

    task void measureTemp()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureTemperature();
    }
}
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module mulAccC {
    event message_t * RadioReceive.receive(message_t *msg,void *payload, uint8_t len)
    { 
        if (len == sizeof(HelloMSG_t))
        {
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
            {
                ready();
                if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                sendOk(HELLO_OK); call Leds.led2Toggle();
                return msg; 
            }
        } 
        if (len == sizeof(TimeMSG_t))
        {
            TimeMSG_t* timepkt = (TimeMSG_t*)payload;
            if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR) 
            { 
                localTime = call LocalTime.get();
               // if btrpkt->nodeid is the same as MMU nodeid. 
               curTime = timepkt->time;
               Timediff = (localTime - curTime); 
               istimeset = true;
               ready();
               sendOk(TIME_OK);
              call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
            }
            return msg;
        }

 
        if (len == sizeof(StartMSG_t))
        {
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            call Leds.led1Toggle();
            if (startpkt->start == 1)
            { 
                sendOk(START_OK);
                if (!isactive) active(); 
            }
            else if (startpkt->start == 0) 
            {
                sendOk(STOP_OK); 
                if (isactive) ready();
            } 
            return msg;
            StartMSG_t* startpkt = (StartMSG_t*)payload;
            if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (startpkt->start == 1)) 
            { 
                active();
                sendOk(START_OK); 
            }
            else if ((call RadioAMPacket.source(msg) == MMU_ADDR) && (state == ACTIVE_) && 
(startpkt->start == 0)) 
            {
                ready(); 
                sendOk(STOP_OK);
            }
        }
        if (len == sizeof(OkMSG_t))
        { 
            OkMSG_t* okpkt = (OkMSG_t*)payload;
            // if ok pkt comes then add bufpoint++ 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == ACC_OK)
            { 
                buft[okpkt->pktnum].Ok = true; 
                if (okpkt -> pktnum == bufpoint) ++bufpoint;
                while ( buft[bufpoint].Ok == true ) ++bufpoint; 
            } 
            else
            // if hellook comes do the same as hello packet recieve 
            if (okpkt-> oktype == HELLO_OK) 
            { 
                if (call RadioAMPacket.source(msg)==MMU_ADDR)
                { 
                    ready();
                    if (call HelloTimer.isRunning()) call HelloTimer.stop();
                    call Leds.led2Toggle(); 
                }
             } 
             else
             // if stateok comes do not send state again
            if (okpkt -> oktype == STATE_OK)
            { 
                stateok = false; 
            } 
            else 
            // if tempok comes do not send temp again 
            if (okpkt -> oktype == TEMP_OK) 
            { 
                tempvolok = false; 
            }
            return msg;
        }
        return msg;
    }

    // Event handlers for readDone events of Accelerometer on X, Y and Z axis 
    event void AccelX.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        {
            curVal.x = val; xread = true;
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            { 
                curBuf.pkt[bufin] = curVal;
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal;
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend =0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            } 
        }
        else 
        { call AccelX.read();}
    }

    event void AccelY.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.y = val;
            yread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelY.read();}
    }

    event void AccelZ.readDone( error_t result, uint16_t val ) 
    {
        if (result ) 
        { 
            curVal.z = val;
            zread = true; 
            if (xread && yread && zread)
            {
                buft[bufsend].pkt[bufin++] = curVal; 
                if (bufin == 25) 
                { 
                    bufsend++; bufin = 0; 
                    if (bufsend == MAX_BUF_ROW) bufsend = 0;
                    post sendValue();
                } 
                buferBusy = false;
            }
        } 
        else 
        { call AccelZ.read();}
    }

/*
Function to notify its state change on ready packet recieving and start procedure of 
alerting MMU of being alive node.
*/
    void ready()
    { 
        if (state == BOOT_) 
        {
            enddur(); sendState(BOOT_, READY_ , ON_); startdur();
            atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; } 
        } 
        else if (state == ACTIVE_) 
        { 
            enddur(); sendState(ACTIVE_ , READY_ , ON_); startdur();
        }
        atomic { state = READY_; mode = ON_; }
        atomic isactive = false; 
    }

/* Function to notify ite state change to active and start sending data to MMU */
    void active()
    { 
        enddur(); 
        sendState( state , ACTIVE_ , ON_);
        startdur(); 
        atomic state = ACTIVE_;
        call AccTimer.startPeriodic( 10 ); 
        call ClockTimer.startOneShot(1000);
        atomic isactive = true; 
    }

    task void getVoltage()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureVoltage();
    }

    task void measureTemp()
    { 
        call HplDS2782.measureTemperature();
    }
}



APPENDIX B

JavaCom code snippets

Following comes some code snippets of MMU and IMU classes implementing IMUInt and

MMUInt interfaces. As the code shows both classes work directly with serial port and

read data from serial port in a seperate thread.

public void sendTime(){
                byte[] timepkt = new byte[]{ 0 , -86 , -86 , -69 , -69 , 6 , 0 , 10 
        , -86 , -86 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0};
                Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();
                String DATE_FORMAT = "hh:mm:ss:SS";
                SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(DATE_FORMAT);
                String time = sdf.format(cal.getTime());
                int[] timearray = new int[3];
                String[] splitime = time.split(":");
                timearray[0] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[0]);
                byte h = (byte)timearray[0];
                timearray[1] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[1]);
                byte min = (byte)timearray[1];
                timearray[2] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[2]);
                byte sec = (byte)timearray[2];
                timearray[3] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[3]);
                byte mili = (byte) timearray[3];
                System.out.println("H = "+h+"  min = "+min+" sec= "+sec+"milisec= "+mili);
                timepkt[10]=h;timepkt[11]=min;timepkt[12]=sec;timepkt[13]=mili;
                try{
                if (reader.writePacket(timepkt))
                System.out.println("Time Message have been sent.");
                }catch(Exception e){}
    }

    public void sendTime(PacketSource ps){
                byte[] timepkt = new byte[]{ 0 , -86 , -86 , -69 , -69 , 6 , 0 , 10 
        , -86 , -86 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0};
                Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();
                String DATE_FORMAT = "hh:mm:ss:SS";
                SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(DATE_FORMAT);
                String time = sdf.format(cal.getTime());
                int[] timearray = new int[4];
                String[] splitime = time.split(":");
                timearray[0] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[0]);
                byte h = (byte)timearray[0];
                timearray[1] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[1]);
                byte min = (byte)timearray[1];
                timearray[2] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[2]);
                byte sec = (byte)timearray[2];
                timearray[3] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[3]);
                byte mili = (byte) timearray[3];
                System.out.println("H = "+h+"  min = "+min+" sec= "+sec+"milisec= "+mili);
                timepkt[10]=h;timepkt[11]=min;timepkt[12]=sec;timepkt[13]=mili;
                try{
                if (ps.writePacket(timepkt))
                System.out.println("Time Message have been sent.");
                }catch(Exception e){}
    }

MMU class methods to send time to MMU device for synchronization sake
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public void sendTime(){
                byte[] timepkt = new byte[]{ 0 , -86 , -86 , -69 , -69 , 6 , 0 , 10 
        , -86 , -86 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0};
                Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();
                String DATE_FORMAT = "hh:mm:ss:SS";
                SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(DATE_FORMAT);
                String time = sdf.format(cal.getTime());
                int[] timearray = new int[3];
                String[] splitime = time.split(":");
                timearray[0] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[0]);
                byte h = (byte)timearray[0];
                timearray[1] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[1]);
                byte min = (byte)timearray[1];
                timearray[2] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[2]);
                byte sec = (byte)timearray[2];
                timearray[3] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[3]);
                byte mili = (byte) timearray[3];
                System.out.println("H = "+h+"  min = "+min+" sec= "+sec+"milisec= "+mili);
                timepkt[10]=h;timepkt[11]=min;timepkt[12]=sec;timepkt[13]=mili;
                try{
                if (reader.writePacket(timepkt))
                System.out.println("Time Message have been sent.");
                }catch(Exception e){}
    }

    public void sendTime(PacketSource ps){
                byte[] timepkt = new byte[]{ 0 , -86 , -86 , -69 , -69 , 6 , 0 , 10 
        , -86 , -86 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0};
                Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();
                String DATE_FORMAT = "hh:mm:ss:SS";
                SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat(DATE_FORMAT);
                String time = sdf.format(cal.getTime());
                int[] timearray = new int[4];
                String[] splitime = time.split(":");
                timearray[0] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[0]);
                byte h = (byte)timearray[0];
                timearray[1] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[1]);
                byte min = (byte)timearray[1];
                timearray[2] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[2]);
                byte sec = (byte)timearray[2];
                timearray[3] = Integer.parseInt(splitime[3]);
                byte mili = (byte) timearray[3];
                System.out.println("H = "+h+"  min = "+min+" sec= "+sec+"milisec= "+mili);
                timepkt[10]=h;timepkt[11]=min;timepkt[12]=sec;timepkt[13]=mili;
                try{
                if (ps.writePacket(timepkt))
                System.out.println("Time Message have been sent.");
                }catch(Exception e){}
    }

MMU class methods to send time to MMU device for synchronization sake
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public void serialEvent(SerialPortEvent arg0) {
        System.out.println("Within Event Handler. state ="+state);
        byte[] inp = new byte[1024];
        int[] input;
        try {

            if (state.equals("configReq")) {
                System.out.println("IMU is now in config mode.");
                input = readConfigAck();
                for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
                    }
                } else if (state.equals("temporientReq")) {
                input = readTemporientAck();
                for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
                    }
                } else if (state.equals("measureReq")) {
                input = readMeasureAck();
                for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
                    }
                } else if (state.equals("DIDReq")) {
                input = readDIDAck();
                for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
                    }
                } else if (state.equals("measureDone")) {

                input = readMessage();
                System.out.print("Message received :");
                for (int i = 0; i < 25; i++) {
                    System.out.print(Integer.toHexString(input[i] & 0xFF).toUpperCase() + " 
");
                }
                System.out.println();
            }

        } catch (Exception e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    }

IMU class handling comming packets to deal properly with
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import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.InputStreamReader;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import java.net.DatagramPacket;
import java.net.DatagramSocket;
import java.net.Socket;
import java.net.UnknownHostException;
import javax.naming.InitialContext;
import CANalyzer.*;

public class VBJavaComm extends Thread {
PrintWriter pw = null;
BufferedReader br = null;
byte[] receivedData = new byte[1024];

Application gcanApp;
Measurement gMeasurement;
Signal gENgSpeedSignal;
Signal gCarSpeedSignal;
// wheel Speed
Signal gWheelSpeedFL_H;
Signal gWheelSpeedFR_H;
Signal gWheelSpeedRL_H;
Signal gWheelSpeedRR_H;
// Vehicle Speed
Signal gVehicleSpeedABS_H;
// Steering Angle
Signal gSteeringAnle_H;
Signal gSteeringAngleSign_H;
// Lateral Accel
Signal gLateralAcceleration_H;
Signal gYawRateActual_H;
Signal gRollRateActual_H;
// longitudential Acceleration
Signal gLongitudinalAcceleration_H;
// EngineSpeed
Signal gEngineSpeed_H;
// AccPedalPosiotion
Signal gAccPedalPosition_H;
// InCar Temp
Signal gAmbientTemp_H;
// Ignition KeyPos
Signal gIgnitionKeyPos0_H;

Signal gABSMode_H;
Signal gSCMode_H;
Signal gTCMode_H;
Signal gBrakePressure_H;
// CAPL Function
CAPLFunction gSendGearFunction;
CAPLFunction gWriteTextFunction;
// CAN Channel 1
CANController gCANChannel1;
// CAN Util
 Dim tool As CANutil.ToolInfo

CANAlyzer bridge overview of signals and classes generated
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